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Abstract
Surface wave interconversion in the Tien Shan-like mountain range was investigated through
numerical seismic wave simulations by the use of the --D ﬁnite di#erence method. The Tien Shan,
located in the western part of the Lop Nor nuclear test site in China, is a candidate region where
conversion from Rayleigh to Love wave occurs. Striking features of the mountain model analyzed
include the existence of a large-scale double low velocity zone (LVZ) in the crust and in the upper
mantle beneath the mountain. Simulation results for the oblique incidence of an azimuth of 0* deg.
on the mountain range show that the spectral amplitude levels of converted Love waves are at most
*.-ῌ*.. of those of Rayleigh waves of the vertical component. These amplitudes of converted Love
waves are too low to explain observed strong Love waves (Pedersen et al., +332) due to the Chinese
nuclear test at Lop Nor. The results suggest that the observed large amplitudes of Love waves
might be generated by the ampliﬁcation of converted Love waves due to the complicated geometry
of the Tien Shan, which is not taken into consideration in the present model and/or the tectonic
release near the nuclear test site. If we evaluate wave energy from the sum of squares of amplitudes
of wavetrains, it is suggested that the wave energy of converted Love waves at the wave’s approach
site of the mountain is relatively higher than that at the wave’s retreat site of the mountain in the
eastern Tien Shan, while the situation is reversed in the western Tien Shan. For the mountain
model without the LVZ, the energy of converted Love waves at the retreat site is much higher than
that at the wave’s approach site in both the eastern and the western Tien Shan.
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Introduction

outgoing radiation ﬁelds, or body waves. The radia-

In the propagation of seismic surface waves in

tion mode has been investigated from the viewpoints

media with strong lateral heterogeneity in the trans-

of wave energy (Momoi, +321), reﬂection and trans-

verse direction, interconversions between Rayleigh

mission coe$cients (Malishewsky, +321, ,***), eigen-

+.

and Love waves are likely to occur. For media with

fuctions (Maupin, +330), and spatio-temporal distribu-

a vertical discontinuity, mode conversion from Ray-

tions of amplitude and phase (Yoshida, +333).

leigh to Love waves was investigated by Malish-

It is pointed out by Pedersen et al. (+332, Fig. -)

ewsky (+310) and Gregersen (+312). They presented

that strong Love waves are observed from the

the angular dependence of the reﬂection and the

Chines nuclear test at Lop Nor, and the high conver-

transmission coe$cients for surface waves that are

sion from Rayleigh to Love waves might be caused

obliquely incident at a vertical discontinuity. The

in the Tien Shan region.

interconversion between Rayleigh and Love waves

rate of conversion is increased by the introduction of

in mountain root structures was studied by Pedersen

the topography of Moho and a low velocity zone

et al. (+332). On the other hand, when surface waves

(LVZ) in the lower crust.

encounter a lateral heterogeneity they may generate

however, is not su$cient to quantitatively explain
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They showed that the

The rate of conversion,
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the large amplitudes of Love waves (Pedersen et al.
(+332, Fig. +/)). Although crustal models of the Tien

῍

and tangential stress is zero :

Shan are presented by several authors (e.g., Burov et

PzxmWxUz*

al., +33* ; Avouac et al., +33- ; Kosarev et al., +33-), the

PyzmVzWy*

῎

existence of the LVZ in the upper mantle is indicated

The partial derivatives are replaced by their ﬁnite

by Cotton and Avouac (+33.) from analyses of sur-

di#erence approximations for a --D grid with equal

face wave group velocities.

spacing ( h/ km) in the x, y, and z directions. The
time increment ( t*.- s) satisﬁes the stability con-

The response function of oscillations of a moun-

ditions :

tain root structure similar to the Tien Shan, due to





hῌ  

t

Rayleigh wave incidence, was investigated by

῏

Yoshida (,**+ : paper I). Paper I made clear in ,-D

where a and b are the maximum compressional and

simulations that the existence of a large-scale double

shear wave velocities :
a

LVZ beneath the mountain range brings about large
di#erences in amplitude response between the verti-



ῐ

and
b

cal and radial components. The present paper inves-



ῑ

tigates whether or not the high rate of conversion

The A+ absorption boundary condition (Clayton and

from Rayleigh to Love waves can be realized if we

Engquist, +311), a zero order paraxial approximation

introduce the large-scale double LVZ in both the

for artiﬁcial reﬂection, was applied at the computa-

crust and the upper mantle.

The problem of the

tional sides and at the bottom. The spatial increment

oblique incidence of plane Rayleigh waves on an

is less than one-tenth of the wavelength to avoid the

irregular front of a Tien Shan-like mountain is inves-

grid dispersion (Aki and Richard, +32*).

tigated by the use of the --D ﬁnite di#erence method.

A brief sketch of the oblique incidence of plane

The variation of wave energy between incident and

Rayleigh waves on the irregular front (t+) of the

transmitted waves is also elucidated.

mountain root structure is shown in Fig. +.

The

background stratiﬁed medium consists of upper and
,.

Equation of motion and numerical models

lower crusts overlying a homogeneous mantle. The

The --D ﬁnite di#erence method can be applied

depths of the upper and lower crusts are ,,./ and -1./

in the complete elastic wave ﬁeld in a medium hav-

km, respectively.

ing a complicated velocity structure, including sur-

(Model T) the horizontal width of the mountain root

face-to-body wave conversion, di#raction, and multi-

between sites / and +/ is assumed to be ,/* km. The

In the mountain root structure

ple scattering (Frankel and Vidale, +33, ; Yomogida

horizontal lengths of sloping layers, located at both

and Etgen, +33-). Let U, V, W be the displacements in

sides of sites / and +/, are +** km. The bottom of the

the x, y, z directions, respectively. For --D laterally

mountain root is located at the central part with a

inhomogeneous media, the basic equation for the

horizontal length of /* km in the ,-D structure. Site

three coupled waves is :

+* is locatd at a mid-point of the mountain root. The

rUttl,mUxlVylWzxmUymVxy

maximum depths of the upper and lower crusts of

mUzmWxz
rVttl,mVylWzlUxymVzmWyz
mVxmUyx

the mountain root are -1./ and /,./ km, respectively.
In the mountain root structure with a large-scale

ῌ

double LVZ beneath the mountain (Model LB), the

rWttl,mWzlUxlVyzmWxmUzx

ﬁrst and second LVZs are located at depths of -1./ῒ

mWymVzy

/,./ km and ++,./ῒ+0,./ km between sites / and +/,

Here, r denotes density and l and m are the Lame’

respectively. The physical parameters (a, b, r) for the

constants.

Subscripts denote partial derivatives.

upper and lower crusts and the upper mantle are (0./

These medium properties vary with position, and the

km/s, -.3 km/s, ,.0 Mg/m-), (1.* km/s, ..* km/s, ,.1/

medium is assumed to be isotropic.

Mg/m-), and (1.3 km/s, ..3 km/s, -.-/ Mg/m-), respec-

The boundary conditions on the free surface at z

tively, Similaly, each parameter of the ﬁrst and sec-

* (Mikumo et al., +321 ; Chang and McMechan, +323)

ond LVZs is (0./km/s, -./ km/s, ,.0* Mg/m-) and

are that normal stress is zero :

(1.-123 km/s, ..-.-- km/s, -.+*+, Mg/m-), respectively.
2
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Fig. +. (a) A bird’s eye view of the oblique incidence of plane Rayleigh waves on the irregular front (t+) of the
mountain root structure. Waves are incoming from the left (site /) and are outgoing to the right. Waves travel
towards site +/ or +/ῌ along a great circle (G.C.) path for the ,-D or --D model, respectively. In the ,-D model,
the waves are incident on site / with f῍* deg., normal to t+. The distances between sites / and +/ῌ for the --D
model with azimuthal angles of incidence of f῍-* and 0* degs. are ,3* and /** km, respectively. Site +* is
located at the mid-point of the mountain root structure in the ,-D model. (b) Schematic map showing the ,-D
crustal and upper mantle structures with (Model LB) and without (Model T) a double low velocity zone (LVZ)
beneath the mountain. The depths of upper (L+) and lower (L,) crusts extend to ,,./ km (h+) and -1./ km (h,),
respectively. In Model T the width (w+) of a mountain root is assumed to be ,/* km, and the horizontal lengths
of sloping layer (w-) and bottom (w,) +** and /* km, respectively. The bottom (h-) of the mountain root is
located at a depth of /,./ km.

The layer parameters for the stratiﬁed medium and

In the ,-D mountain root structure incident

the mountain root structure are similar to those of

plane Rayleigh waves travel along a great circle (G.

the Tien Shan region (Kosarev et al., +33-), based on

C.) on which sites /, +*, and +/ are located (see Fig. +).

body wave data. The parameters for the second LVZ

In --D media, the mountain root structure is ex-

are adopted from those of Cotton and Avouac (+33.),

tended transversely (y-axis) and the waves are in-

based on surface wave data.

coming from the left (site /) with an azimuthal angle
ῌ 3 ῌ
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of incidence of y, and are outgoing along a great
circle on which site +/ῌ is located.

The distance

between sites / and +/ῌ for yῑ-*ῒand 0*ῒ are ,3* and
/** km, respectively. In the ,-D model, the waves are
incident on site / with yῑ*ῒ. --D model calculations
were done for two cases of yῑ-*ῒ and 0*ῒ.

The

computational space has horizontal lengths of ,+**
and ,,** km in the x- and y-directions, respectively,
and a vertical length of 0** km in the z-direction.
The total number of grids in the x-, y-, and zdirections is .,+, ..+, and +,,, respectively. Initial
values (Boore, +31*) are given by
῎W῏tῑ*

ῑh῎xῌyῌz῏ῌ

ῌ

῎(Wῌ(t῏tῑ* ῑi῎xῌyῌz῏ῌ
for the W-component and
῎U῏tῑ*

ῑj῎xῌyῌz῏ῌ

῎(Uῌ(t῏tῑ*

ῑk῎xῌyῌz῏ῌ

῍

for the U-component, where h (x, y, z), i (x, y, z), j (x,
y, z), and k (x, y, z) are determined from normal mode
solutions for the stratiﬁed medium located at the left
side of site /. The initial values, which were determined by paper I for spheroidal oscillations, assuming a dip-slip point source and a step function in time
as a seismic source, were used. The seismic moment
was temporarily assumed to be +.*ῐE,0 dyne · cm.

Fig. ,. (a) Fourier spectra of incident Rayleigh waves.
The waves were calculated for the --D stratiﬁed
medium (Model S) at site /.

The waves correspond to the fundamental mode
Rayleigh waves excited at a point with a focal depth

tain foot at site /, calculated for Models LB and T, are

of +*.- km, at the azimuth of 3*ῒ as measured counter-

shown in Fig. , b. Initial values calculated for Model

clockwise from the fault strike, with the shortest

S consist only of the W- and U-components, as de-

epicentral distance of +** km (left edge of the compu-

scribed in section ,. However, site / is already in-

tational space) and the longest one 0** km, and with

volved inside the inhomogeneous wave guide ; thus,

a travel time of 3,.,+ s (the time tῑ* in Eqs. (1) and

the wavetrains at site / include a small amount of the

(2)). The spectra of incident Rayleigh waves show

V-component due to e#ects of the scattering of inci-

following frequency characteristics (Fig. , a) that

dent waves.

spectral peaks of both the W-and the U-components

Transmitted waves of the W-, U-, and V-compo-

are located at ,- s (*.*.- Hz) and the amplitudes of the

nents recorded at site +/ῌ are shown in Fig. -. The

W-component are larger than those of the U-

ﬁgure clearly shows that the amplitudes of the V-

component in a period range of +0῎+** s (*.*+῎*.*0-

component are stronger for Model LB than for Model

Hz). The spectra are obtained using Rayleigh waves

T for both of yῑ-*ῒ and 0*ῒ. Fourier spectral ampli-

at site /, simulated for the --D stratiﬁed medium

tudes of the waves of the three components are cal-

(Model S).

culated and shown in Fig. .. We can see the spectral
characteristics of the V-component in detail in the

-.

Characteristics of spectra of converted Love

ﬁgure: The amplitudes of the V-component for Model

waves

LB are larger than those for Model T in a wide period

Fourier spectra of transmitted waves are deter-

range of ,*῎1* s for both the azimuthal angles of

mined in order to compare the spectral characteristic

incidence ; the spectral peaks of the V-component, as

of the V-component with those of the W- and the

well as those of the W- and the U-components, are

U-components. Wavetrains incident on the moun-

located near ,- s ; the predominant periods are consis-
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Fig. ,. (b) Waveforms of the vertical (W), radial (U), and transverse (V) components at site / for the
azimuthal angles of incidence of -* (left) and 0* (right) degs. The waveforms for Models T and LB
are traced by solid and dotted lines, respectively.

Fig. -.

Legend as for Fig. ,b except for site +/ῌ.

tent with those of incident Rayleigh waves of the W-

eastern and western regions of the Tien Shan and
compare it with the results of Pedersen et al. (+332).

and the U-components (Fig. , a).
These spectral features suggest that incident

Here, we temporarily deﬁne the rate of conversion

Rayleigh waves of periods of ,*ῌ/* s with large am-

from Rayleigh to Love waves as the “spectral ampli-

plitudes are e$ciently converted to Love waves in

tude ratio of the transverse (V) component at wave’s

the Tien Shan, especially for Model LB. The high

retreat edge (site +/ῌ) of the mountain to the vertical

conversion from P-SV waves (Rayleigh waves) to

(W) component at wave’s approach edge (site /) of the

SH-waves (Love waves) near the period range might

mountain”. The ratios, calculated using the wave

be caused by the existence of a double LVZ located in

trains given in Figs. , and -, are shown in Figs. / and

the lower crust and the upper mantle. However, it is

0. The ratios are determined for two upper mantle

noted that the amplitudes of the V-component are

shear wave velocities (Vs) of ..3 and ..0 km/s, with

lower than those of the W- and the U-component.

other physical parameters ﬁxed to ones described in
section ,. As described in detail in section 0, the Vs of

Rate of conversion from Rayleigh to Love

..0 and ..3 km/s in the upper mantle is close to that of

waves

the eastern and western regions of the Tien Shan,

In this section we evaluate the maximum rate of

respectively. The Vs of ..3 km/s, which was used by

conversion from Rayleigh to Love waves for the

Pedersen et al. (+332) and paper I, is somewhat high

..
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Fig. .. Spectral amplitudes of the vertical (W), radial (U), and transverse (V) components at site +/ῌ for
Models LB and T and for the azimuthal angles of incidence of -* (left) and 0* (right) degs.

(the Poisson ratio is *.+3). The Vs of ..0 km/s were

smaller than those for Model LB for periods longer

determined by Cotton and Avouac (+33.) using sur-

than -* s.

face wave data (the Poisson ratio is *.,.).

The features .ῌ+), and .ῌ,) indicate that the

The notable features of the ratios can be ex-

maximum rate of *.- for Model LB is slightly lower
than that of about *.-. obtained by Pedersen et al.

tracted from Fig. / :
.ῌ+) The rate is a maximum of *.- for Model LB

(+332, Fig. +/) for a mountain model including a small

in a period range of +/ῌ,* s for y῍0*῎ for both of Vs

size LVZ at the bottom of the mountain. This can be

῍..3 and ..0 km/s ; the rate decreases with an in-

attributed to the horizontal length of the mountain

crease in period from ,* to 1* s.

root in their model being approximately -** km,

.ῌ,) The rate is smaller for Vs῍..0 km/s than

which is wider by about /* km than that assumed in

for Vs῍..3 km/s for priods of ,*ῌ1* s, as far as the

the present model. They simulated wavetrains using

azimuthal angle of incidence is the same in the cases

the indirect boundary element method and deter-

of oblique incidence.

mined the rate of conversion from spectral ratios of

.ῌ-) The maxmum rates for Model T are smaller

the V-component at wave’s retreat site of the moun-

than those for Model LB, by about *.+ for both y῍-*῎

tain over the W-component at wave’s approach site

and 0*῎, and the rates for Model T are signiﬁcantly

of the mountain. The distance between the two sites

ῌ 6 ῌ
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Fig. /. Spectral amplitude ratios of the V-component at site +/ῌ and the W-component at site /. The
ratios are calculated for Models T (left) and LB (right) for cases of (+) mantle shear wave velocities of
Vs῍..0 and ..3 km/s and (,) azimuthal angles of incidence of f῍-* and 0* degs.

is +/** km wide. However, the mountain area with
signiﬁcant crustal thickening is only -** km wide
inside the path, the maximum crustal thickness being // km. So, the ratios they obtained are comparable to ones determined in the present work, because
the background structure and the mountain structure are very similar to each other. It is noted here
that the azimuth of y῍0*῎, assumed in the calculation, is larger than those assumed by Pedersen et al.
(+332). They showed that the azimuth increase generally induces an increase in Love wave amplitudes for
y῍+*῎ῌ/*῎. The feature .ῌ-) can be attributed to the
greater generation of scattered waves with longer
wavelengths for Model LB than for Model T (see also
Appendix).
In order to determine the di#erence in amplitude
between the V- and the W-components recorded at
“one station” located at the wave’s retreat edge (site
+/ῌ), the ratios of amplitudes of the V-component and
those of the W-component at site +/ῌ for Model LB
were calculated as shown in Fig. 0. The ratios for y῍
0*῎ show maxima of *.. near ,* s, which are higher by
about *.+ than those obtained on the basis of the
deﬁnition of the rate of conversion (Fig. /).

The

maximum ratios of about *.++ and *.*2 for y῍-*῎, for
Vs῍..3 and ..0 km/s, respectively, are slightly lower
than those in Fig. /.

But, the general pattern of
ῌ 7 ῌ

Fig. 0. Spectral amplitude ratios of the V-component
at site +/ῌ and the W-component at site +/ῌ. The
ratios are calculated for Model LB.
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spectral ratios given in Fig. 0 is similar to that for

propagation process over the actual complicated

Model LB in Fig. /. The high maximum ratios of *..

Tien Shan mountain range and/or by a tectonic

near ,* s for y῍0*῎, mentioned above, are caused by

release near the test site, as demonstrated by Levshin

very low transmission coe$cients of the W-

and Ritswoller (+33/) from the study of group veloci-

component at site +/ῌ (Fig. 1). Here, the transmission

ties of Rayleigh and Love waves due to the Lop Nor

coe$cient is deﬁned as the spectral amplitude ratio

nuclear test.

of the W-component at site +/ῌ for Model LB and the
one for the stratiﬁed medium (Model S). In Fig. 1, the

/.

transmission coe$cients for the U-component are
also shown for reference.

Variation of wave energy
Converted Love waves are generated at the ex-

pense of the wave energy of Rayleigh waves. This

The overall characteristics of the rates of conver-

means that the wave energy of Rayleigh waves of

sion featured above indicate that the maximum rates

the W- and the U-components decreases during

are less than *.., even if the large-scale double LVZ

propagation over the Tien Shan. This problem has

exists beneath the Tien Shan ; the rates are too low to

not been investigated yet from observed surface

explain large amplitudes of observed Love waves

waves. In this section we try to clarify how the wave

(Pedersen et al. +332, Fig. .) due to the Lop Nor nu-

energy of incident waves varies in the propagation

clear test, the amplitudes being equal to or greater

process through the Tien Shan, using wavetrains

than those of Rayleigh waves.

recorded at the free surface on the great circle.

It is suggested in section 0 that the rates of

In the present work, the medium is assumed to

conversion would increase more than those esti-

be a perfectly elastic body, and a plane Rayleigh

mated above if we take into consideration the actual

wave incidence on the elastic body is assumed. Thus,

complicated geometry of the Tien Shan.

So, the

there is no energy loss in the propagation of surface

observed strong Love waves might be generated by

waves in the stratiﬁed medium. Here, we examine

the conversion from Rayleigh to Love waves in the

the variation of wave energy in the propagation

Fig. 1. Transmission coe$cients of the W- and the U- components for Model LB. The coe$cients
are calculated from the spectral amplitude ratios of the W-components at site +/ῌ for Models LB
and those for Model S.
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process in the media with or without a mountain root
structure, or in the media with or without a largescale double LVZ beneath the mountain.
/. +

Deﬁnition of wave energy

According to Parseval’s theorem, the integration
of the square of a real time function f (t) is equivalent
to the integration of the square of a Fourier transform F (w) of f (t) :
ft,dt,*῍Fw῍,dn
where nw/,p is the frequency.

ῌ

The function ,

῍Fw῍, is called the spectral energy density (e.g.,
Ben-Menahem and Shingh, +32+ : pp. ,.1, Eq. (..,1/)).
Using the expression (3) we temporarily deﬁne the
wave energy of propagating waves as the sum of the
square of the time function of the vertical (W), the
radial (U), and the transverse (V) components in the
following form :
W,j

t

t*.-./**Wt,dt

U,j

t

t*.-./**Ut,dt

V j

t

t*.-./**Vt,dt

,

῎
῍

where j is the data point number (j+῏+/**) and t is
the sampling time (t*῏./*). Eq. (+*) indicates that
the wave energy is proportional to the square of the
amplitudes of the time function.
/. ,

Characteristics of wave energy

We evaluated the wave energy of incident and
Fig. 2. Cumulative distributions of the square of
amplitudes of incident (site /) and transmitted (site
+/῎) waves of the W-, U-, and V-components. The
distributions are determined for --D Models LB
(top) and T (bottom) with a mantle shear wave
velocity of Vs..0 km/s. The azimuthal angle of
incidence is assumed to be 0* deg.

transmitted waves recorded at sites / and +/῎ on the
great circle, respectively, by calculating the cumulative distributions of the square of amplitudes of the
wavetrains for Models T and LB (Figs. 2 and 3). The
computations were also done for the stratiﬁed medium (Model S) in order to verify the accuracy of
energy propagation (Fig. +*).

Two di#erent shear
those for both Models LB and T with Vs..0 kmῌs.

wave velocities of Vs..0 and ..3 km/s in the upper
mantle were used for the calculation of the wave

/῏-) For Model T, the wave energy of the V-

energy, as well as done for the calculation of the rate

component at site +/῎ is much higher than that at site

of conversion. In the following, the percentage asso-

/. This characteristic does not depend on the shear

ciated with the wave energy is determined using

wave velocity in the upper mantle.

numerical values at a computation time of ./* s in

/῏.) For Model T, the ratios (+/῎//) of both the

Figs. 2, 3, and +*. Several features can be veriﬁed

W- and the U-components for Vs..0 and ..3 km/s

through the ﬁgures (Figs. 2 and 3) :

are about 11 and 1*ῌ, respectively.

/῏+) For Model LB, the wave energy of the V-

The features /῏,) and /῏.) indicate that the de-

component at site +/῎ is about 2,ῌ of that at site / for

crease of the wave energy of Rayleigh waves across

Vs..0 km/s, but about +*0ῌ for Vs..3 km/s.

the Tien Shan is greater for the western region than
for the eastern region.

/῏,) For Models LB and T with Vs..3 km/s, the

According to body wave

total wave energies of three components at site +/῎

studies (Kosarev et al. (+33-)), there are some regions

are about 1* and 1/ῌ of those at site /, respectively.

where the LVZ is not detected in the crust. Using

But the respective total energies are about 11ῌ of

features /῏+) and /῏-) it may be possible to distin9

M. Yoshida

Fig. +*. Legend as for Fig. 2 except for a --D
stratiﬁed medium (Model S) with mantle shear
wave velocities of Vs῍..3 (top) and ..0 (bottom)
km/s. The location of site +/῍ corresponds to that
for f῍0*῎.

the sum of the two components recorded at site /, is
consistent with that of transmitted waves recorded
Fig. 3. Legend as for Fig. 2 except for a mantle shear
wave velocity of Vs῍ ..3 km/s.

at site +/῍. The error is within *..ῌ*./ῌ. This result
guarantees the accuracy of the calculations, done by
the present method of plane Rayleigh wave inci-

guish whether or not the LVZ is involved beneath

dence.

those regions. These characteristics will be veriﬁed
if the analyses of observed surface waves advance in

0.

Applicability of mountain model
According to Kosarev et al. (+33-) the crustal and

the future.
The large decrease of the wave energy of trans-

upper mantle structures in the Tien Shan are sig-

mitted waves of the W- and the U-components for Vs

niﬁcantly di#erent on either side of the Talasso Fer-

῍..3 km/s suggests that scattered waves, which

gana fault, which is located at the western part of the

were produced near the mountain root boundaries

Tien Shan, trending northwest-southeast (Fig. ++). It

and dissipate all around, are predominant due to the

is shown from teleseismic earthquake arrival times

large contrast in the acoustic impedence between the

(Vinnik and Saipbekova, +32.) that P-wave velocities

crust and the upper mantle.

in the upper mantle are anomalously low (1.1 km/s)

For Model S, which is the --D stratiﬁed medium,

east of the fault and anomalously high (2.. km/s)

sites / and +/῍ in Fig. +* merely correspond to the

west of it, and that on average the crustal velocities

locations with a path length of /** km between the

to the east are lower than those to the west. The

two stations, equivalent to the length for Models T

crustal model parameters used in the present work

and LB for y῍0*῎. In this case, the wave energies of

correspond to the average ones for the Tien shan

the W- and the U-components at site +/῍ are equal to

(Pedersen et al., +332), which are based on Burov et al.

those of the respective components at site /. Namely,

(+33*), Avouac et al. (+33-), Kosarev et al. (+33-) and

the total wave energy of incident Rayleigh waves,

Cotton and Avouac (+33.). However, the shear wave
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Fig. ++. Schematic map of the Tien Shan with elevations of more than about +/** m. Lop Nor
is the nuclear test site (modiﬁed from Cotton and Avouac (+33.), Avouac et al. (+33-), and
Kosarev et al (+33-)).

velocities of Vs῍..0 and ..3 km/s in the upper mantle

pected to successibly occur because propagating

are rather close to those of the eastern and western

waves cross the curved peripheries of the Tien Shan

parts of the Talasso Fergana fault, respectively (Ko-

more than twice. Furthermore, the Love waves can

sarev et al., +33-). So, the results obtained for Vs῍..0

be greatly ampliﬁed if surface waves are generated

km/s correspond to approximately to the regions of

by the teconic release near the test site, as suggested

the eastern Tien Shan and the central Tien Shan, east

in section ..

of the Talasso Fergana fault, and the results for Vs῍
..3 km/s correspond to the region of the western Tien

1.

Shan, west of the fault.

Conclusion
Surface wave interconversion in the Tien Shan-

The most signiﬁcant feature of the structure

like mountain root strcuture in China was investi-

beneath the Tien Shan is the existence of a large-

gated though --D numerical simulations, taking into

scale double LVZ in the lower crust and in the upper

account the oblique incidence of plane Rayleigh

mantle (Cotton and Avouac, +33.). It is inferred that

waves on the mountain range. Striking features of

the upper mantle beneath the Tien Shan east of the

the mountain model analyzed include the existence

Talasso Fergana fault is partially melted, and low

of a large-scale double LVZ in the lower crust and in

velocities in the lower crust could be due to vertical

the upper mantle located at depths of -1./ῌ/,./ km

intrusions of mantle materials (Kosarev et al., +33.).

and ++,./ῌ+0,./ km, respectively.

Love waves converted from Rayleigh waves at

scale of the ,-D mountain root has a length of ,/* km,

wave’s approach edge of the mountain, whose energy

which is slightly less than the actual one of -** km.

The horizontal

is comparable or beyond the one at wave’s retreat

In the cases of the azimuthal angles of incidence

edge of the mountain, as shown for Models LB in

of -*῎ and 0*῎ in the --D simulations, the path lengths

Figs. 2 and 3, can be produced only at these peculiar

along the great circle are assumed to be about ,3*

structures with a prominently developed large-scale

and /** km, respectively. The characteristics of sur-

double LVZ. The geometry of the Tien Shan is very

face wave interconversion elucidated in the present

complicated, as shown in Fig. ++.

When Rayleigh

Tien Shan model are considererd to present a lower

waves, excited by Nuclear explosion detonated at the

estimation of the rate of conversion fom Rayleigh to

Lop Nor test site, travel in the northwestern direc-

Love waves for periods of +0ῌ3* s. The main ﬁndings

tion, the multiple interferences between incident

include the determination of maximum rates of con-

Rayleigh waves and converted Love waves are ex-

version of *.-ῌ*.. near ,* s for the azimuthal angle of
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incidence of 0*῍ ; these maximum rates are not so

ated into the inner parts of the earth, are future

di#erent from those previously estimated by Peder-

subjects of our research.

sen et al. (+332), and are too low to explain the observation of large amplitudes of Love waves due to the
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With respect to the wave energy, the following
results associated with mantle shear wave velocity-
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dependence were obtained : The mantle shear wave
velocities of ..0 and ..3 km/s correspond approximately to the region of the eastern and central Tien
Shan, east of the Talasso Fergana fault and to the
region of the western Tien Shan, west of it, respectively. For the mountain model with the double LVZ,
the wave energy of the transverse component at
wave’s retreat edge of the mountain is relatively
smaller than that at wave’s approach edge of the
mountain in the case of the mantle shear wave velocity of ..0 km/s ; Namely, the former is about 2,ῌ of
the latter, but about +*0ῌ for the mantle shear wave
velocity of ..3 km/s. For the mountain models with
and without the double LVZ, the total wave energies
of the vertical, the radial, and the transverse components at wave’s retreat site of the mountain are about
1* and 1/ῌ of those at wave’s approach site of the
mountain, respectively, for the mantle shear wave
velocity of ..3 km/s. However, the respective total
wave energies are about 11ῌ of those for the mantle
shear wave velocity of ..0 km/s ; for the mountain
model without the double LVZ, the wave energy of
the transverse component at wave’s retreat site of
the mountain is much higher than that at wave’s
approach site of the mountain and this property does
not depend on the shear wave velocity in the mantle.
Several of the characteristics deduced above will
be useful for more rigorously imaging the polarization anomaly of surface waves across the Tien Shan
and for more precisely determining the crustal and
upper mantle structures of the Tien Shan. In the
present paper, the wave energies of surface waves at
the free surface were discussed. The evaluations of
surface wave energies in the crust and the upper
mantle, as well as those of body wave energies radi-
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Appendix
In this appendix, the waveﬁelds of scattered

length of +*** km and a vertical depth of /** km. The

waves (Sc) of the W-component for ,-D Models T and

snapshots of the waveﬁelds of the scattered waves

LB are shown for various instants in time from T῎,/

indicate following features : the phases of the scat-

to ,/* s at every ,/ s. The snapshots of the displace-

tered waves vary concentrically in the substratum ;

ments of scattered waves at surface z῎* are given at

the wavelengths of the scattered waves for Model LB

the respective times in Fig. 0 (a) of paper I.

The

are longer than those for Model T (Figs. A+(a) and A

scattered waves are generated during the propaga-

,(a)) ; and, the scattered waves are generated at

tion of incident plane Rayleigh waves, similar to

deeper parts for Model LB than for Model T (Figs. A

those shown in Fig. ,, through the computational

+ (b) and A, (b), especially at T῎,/, /*, and 1/ s). In

space including a mountain root structure located

the case of --D problems regarding the oblique inci-

between sites / and +/ with (Model LB) or without

dence of Rayleigh waves, the energy of the scattered

(Model T) a double LVZ beneath it. The scattered

waves of the W-component, whose distributions

waves are obtained from the expression Sc (t, x, z)῎

might be similar to those shown in Figs. A+ (b) and A

En (t, x, z)῍Pr (t, x, z) (Aki and Richard, +32*). The

, (b), can be partitioned mostly into transmitted

entire (En) and primary (Pr) waves are calculated for

waves and partly into reﬂected waves, converted

the nonuniform and uniform wave guides, respec-

Love waves, and body waves penetrating into the

tively.

mantle.

The computational space has a horizontal
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Fig. A+ (a). The phase distributions of the displacement of the vertical component of the scattered waves for
,-D Model LB at various instants in time (T) from ,/ to ,/* s. The positive and negative components of the
displacement are shown by blue and red colors, respectively.
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Fig. A+ (b). The amplitude distributions of the displacement of the vertical component of the scattered waves for
,-D Model LB at various instants in time (T) from ,/ to ,/* s. The amplitude is normalized by a maximum
displacement at time T, with the maximum given in parentheses on a relative scale.
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Fig. A, (a). Legend as for Fig. A+ (a) except for ,-D Model T.
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Fig. A, (b). Legend as for Fig. A+ (b) except for ,-D Model T.
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